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Mp3 homepage (currently) search music contact login page 2 Converter to Mp3 homepage YouTube (currently) search music contact login Label I have HighDo, its branch: element music (for reissue and other non-music library ones) and VGML (short for video game music label, video game music). I want the first VGML release. So do you release me the CI2-Universe soundtrack or send it to my email
(autodillerbox@mail.ru)? I am a musician. Even if it's like I'm talking to one person, that's interAction's question. It's not a scam either. Thanks, Autodiler (Grigory Svilidov), Russia. 1. To add to it lol as you can buy them in interactionstudios.com, the music used in CI2 can be downloaded from the Mod archive: Pink - Just Funk (CI2 Main Theme) Accord - Lily Chip 8 (CI) 2 SpaceBurger themed) Vim!-
Shortage (CI2 Victory Theme) Welt, HighDo's third release, is a compilation of Vim's tracker music (I credited him as Keith Vim Bayliss). That comp includes shortages. Actually, I had a shortage from Vim's early days (his nickname was kbx128). But still, Keith Bayliss is his real name, according to some module email credits and Discos. What do you think our first and second releases are? 1st has already
been distributed (I accidentally dispersed track 3 as romantic Rhytm, but you can still hear it!, I distributed it twice): second release 3/watch?v=fVimwwCxe6o&amp;list=OLAK5uy_kupTp7ggpila7-djU9F9QQTtxCx2pb3OE includes Windows default music from 3.0 to XP MIDI Cocktail vol. 1 - Default music. I actually named it Windows MIDI File, but I renamed it because root note started curse on us to remove
mentions of Microsoft and Windows. But I made up passport design company (i.e. they made up Canyon .mid (George Stone) and .mid passports (fully named passports please, according to hidden information, composed by the company). The first MIDI cocktail will be released on August 15. And a compilation called The World of Tracker Music by Vim will be released on 18/19. I actually destabilized the
label in 2018: I just used Soundrop. It was named Element Music, but its name was too common, so we named it 1V Music and then HighDo. Element music stays as a brunch, and 1V is .. Collapse. Here is our full information. I think hdom.ml creating a website on the domain. I've already set up a HighDo email: highdo email for highDo questions mail@highdo.rf.gd contact. I just say my label story: I don't
PRing some kind of my label. It's the story of my label. This topic automatically ended 14 days after the last reply. New replies will no longer be allowed. Excuse me! Is the network connection that caused the problem unstable or your browser out of the d'ed? GameBanana does not show ads to members. Register now! ads keep us online. Without them, we wouldn't exist. We don't have paywalls or sell
mods - we never do.Every month we have big bills and advertising is the only way to cover them. Consider unblocking us. Thank you from GameBanana Team Fortress 2/Sound/Taunt/Kazotsky Kick Improvement I'm going to be honest. I have never played this game. I just looked at this bearded expense Mike Spam and found it great. [Insert jokes based on Chicken Invaders 2] Also, how it actually loops
XD made the cost I downloaded and 100% bearded song files a true rogue theme. This is actually the best sound mod ever: D-bearded expense: *Happy Noise* Electric Boogallo What files do you put this in to make your version loop into a bana person's ear-tying microphone it works?5 There are more like chicken invader music mods and none of them loop oh no. Depression Master 69 Inter Action Studio
Inter Action Studio Creation Chicken Invaders 2 and its soundtrack creators 262 point rank 54,859th 6 medal rank 54,859th 6 medal rank 54,859th medal rank 54,859th 6 medal quadrest life creator subcategor Kazo Kicktsky Super category provocation page 2 GameBanana does not show ads to members. Register now! ads keep us online. Without them, we wouldn't exist. We don't have paywalls or sell
mods - we never do. But every month we have big bills and advertising is the only way to cover them. Consider unblocking us. Thank you from GameBanana Wikis/ModDocs under gb skin: the yellow world of busy bees and hungry hippos! AoM Gunryu Logan Dagarminaco Yellow Jello Member Section/Access 4Echo Models, Skins Allen Scott Games, Game Files, Maps, Modlog, Posts, Skins, Sounds,
Spray, Support, Textures, WiPs Clener74 Bugs, idea, idea, support dial zahid bug, idea, initiative, map, modlog, vote, post, question, request, support, thread, update, wiki devieus news, thread, tutorial Ezequiel-TM GUI, map, morlog, skin, support deha skin, WiPs worship V92 game file, modlog, skin, skin, WiPs RevTiva model, modlog, skin, support, WiPs ring-a-din rampage bug, effects, GUI, idea,
modlog, post, script, skin, support, tool load hog 3 60 map, skin, sound, support, thread, WiPs Sergejeken article Sneaky.amxx game file, model, post, skin, tool Teh snake spider log, skin, support wohSiesta concept support, effects, game, game file, GUI, modlog, post, review, spray, support, texture, thread, tool hey, I'm not sure this is the same for one-click installer for other games, but download count
display for Cellest mods It does not seem to consider downloading using the one-click Everest installer, only 100 things made through the manual download button. Is there any possibility to fix this? Vananite matches the case where the picker is banned or I should use it I just have a question and can it change my email I used on this site?1。 Can someone point me in the right direction or point out what
I'm doing wrong? Vananite on my PC, I have installed cs source, so I want CS source zombie escape, so please help me with anything??? Hello Bananito, is there a way to keep logged in forever? I'm a little tired of logging in every few days, even though I've enabled the Stay logged in setting every time. Thanks in advance! Serious). Yo, Modetor, can someone please add the game DmC: Might the devil
cry on your website? Thanks. :) waiting for you guys, I was in a smash ultimate thread, and there are some racist stuff going on that I think you guys should take a look at. The moderators of that thread tolerated it, so I thought I'd contact you guys. Context is the skin of a game that Native Americans themselves have demanded to be removed from the game on the back of the game on the because it is
offensive mandated by Nintendo itself, and the OP is trying to get it back. I reported it twice and was paid off, so I wanted to contact yourself. Thanks Bannite I can't download dimension mod.zip and I really wanted it for my iPhone☹️ Bananito Hi I need my ModBoy help I can't get custom map help!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Bananite Page 3 GameBanana does not show ads to members. Register now! ads keep us
online. Without them, we wouldn't exist. We don't have paywalls or sell mods - we never do. But every month we have big bills and advertising is the only way to cover them. Consider unblocking us. Thanks from GameBanana Wikis / Rules GameBanana title II of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 17 USA. It is an online service provider under C Section 512 (DMCA). GameBanana has articles 2 and 512
of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). C Is an online service provider. GameBanana respects the legitimate rights of the copyright owner and adopts efficient notification and up-and-take procedures at the request of the DMCA, as described here. This policy is intended to provide a guide for copyright owners to use the procedure and to guide users in restoring access to content that has been
disabled due to errors. 1. Notice to owners of copyrighted works The DMCA provides legal proceedings requiring online service providers to disable access to content displaying copyrighted works without your permission. There are two parts to the legal process: (1) writing the appropriate DMCA notice and (2) sending the appropriate DMCA notice to gameBanana's designated agent. 1.1. How to write an
appropriate DMCA notice The appropriate DMCA notice informs GameBanana of certain facts of the document signed under the penalty of perjury, which is called the Appropriate DMCA Notice. To write the appropriate DMCA notification, enter the following information:As one of your own: A) the owner of the copyrighted work, or B) the person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of the exclusive right
that is said to have been infringed. Include contact information, such as your true name, address, phone number, and email address. If you identify a work that you believe is infringing on a copyrighted work, or if you see a large number of works, here is a representative list of the works. Identify material that GameBanana claims infringes copyrighted works that require access to be disabled on the World
Wide Web. Locate material on the world wide web by providing enough information for GameBanana to find material. It has a sincere belief that the use of the material in the way in which the complaint was filed is not available to the copyright owner, its agents, or by law. Under perjury, the notice says that the information in the notice is accurate. Sign the notice using a physical or electronic signature. 1.2.
In order to exercise the DMCA's right to send the appropriate DMCA notice to the designated agent, you must send your appropriate DMCA notification to the following agents specified by GameBanana (the Designated Agent). The contact information for GameBanana's designated agent is as follows: Thomas Pitrick tom@machinefloor.com GameBanana Co 2313 E Letterly St. Philadelphia, PA
19125GameBanana's designated agent is also listed in the DMCA Designated Agents directory. What you do when you receive the appropriate DMCA NoticeGameBanana follows the procedures set out in the DMCA that stipulate notification and removal procedures, in accordance with the user's right to file a counter notice claiming the lawful use of invalid works. 1.4. Notices and Takedown Procedures All
users of the GameBanana system are expected to comply with applicable copyright laws. However, if GameBanana is notified of a claim of copyright infringement or becomes aware of any facts or circumstances in which the infringement is apparent, we will respond promptly by removing or disabling any material that is claimed to be the subject of infringement or infringing activity. GameBanana will
comply with the appropriate provisions of the DMCA if it receives a counter notification by its designated agent. 2. Notifications to users of the GameBanana Services In accordance with the Terms of Service that you agreed to when you were available to become a System User, you must use only legally acquired Creative Works as content, and submission of content may be invalidated when you receive
a notification that infringing material will be displayed. GameBanana also respects the legitimate interests of users who lawfully use media content, present responses to allegations of infringement, and timely recover access to submissions voided by copyright claims. System usage rights are also available.Suspended. Dmca notices can be appealed by sending counter notifications as described below. 2.1.
Create and send counter notifications If access to your submission is disabled due to the operation of the GameBanana notice and takedown procedure above, you will need to send a counter notification if you believe the deletion is inappropriate. 2.2. Create a counter notification If you want to write an appropriate counter notification, please enter the following information: Please note that the notification
operation and cancellation procedure has disabled access to the website. Identify the deleted material and specify its URL before deleting it. States under penalty of perjury: A) your name, address, telephone number, B) you have a good faith belief that the material has been removed or invalidated as a result of an error or misanthronement of the material and C) you agree with the jurisdiction of the U.S.
District Court in the Judicial District where the address is located. 2.3. Send counter notifications To exercise the DMCA's rights, you must send a counter notification to the Designated Agent of GameBanana. The contact information for GameBanana's designated agents is as follows: Thomas Pitrick tom@machinefloor.com GameBanana Co 2313 E Letterly St Philadelphia, PA 19125GameBanana's
designated agents are also listed in the DMCA Designated Agents directory. Accommodation of standard technical measures It is GameBanana's policy to accommodate and not interfere with the technical measures used by the copyright owner to identify or protect copyrighted works, i.e. standard technical measures that we have determined to be reasonable under the circumstances. Non-Compliant
Communications Policy GameBanana has the discretion to process non-compliant notifications in a way that may be reasonable given the circumstances presented. Sending misleading information Sending misleading information to notices or counter-notices sent to GameBanana invalidates any claim of rights by the sending party. End Boss TBS2 Manager Super Admin 4,709 Points Rank 1,563rd 74
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